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Semester 1.

Handles robot and devices in a safe and
responsible manner.

Can recharge robot or operating device.

Can operate device for robot to move and/or
follow a simple sequence using digital means
(i.e. iPad/computer with software or
applications).

Can operate device or robot to move robot
and/or follow a simple sequence using
physical means (i.e. buttons on robot, buttons
on controller, code block sections).

Can calibrate a robot.

Can turn robot on/off.

Can describe/discuss uses of robots in our
world.

Can describe different sorts of robots.

(i.e. Ozobot, Dash & Dot, Bee-Bot, Codeapillar)

Use of Robots & Robot knowledge

Can correct errors in their
algorithm/sequence.

Can recognise and locate errors in their
algorithm/sequence.

Can run a planned sequence using resources
(i.e. robot, computer software or applications).

Can draw or write symbolic code to create a
sequence (algorithm)

Can use digital symbolic code to create a
sequence (algorithm)

Can read and explain a simple symbolic code
sequence.

Can recognise and identify simple symbolic
code (i.e. forward, backward, turn left, turn)

Understands that there are different types of
code.

Can describe in simple language what coding is
used for in everyday life.

Demonstrated Ability

Coding with Robots Knowledge and Skills Checklist-Version 1. K-3
Created by Leanne Wagner, Sept. 2016. biscitmx.com

How to use Coding with Robots Knowledge and Skills checklist:






Print out the document in A3 or save to your computer.
For a fair judgement the teacher should witness the student independently applying the skill on multiple occasions (at least three times or more).
A simple tick or check mark can be applied to the box with pen/pencil when a student has mastered the skill.
Or if you prefer symbols you could perhaps use: D for developing, A for achieved or NA for not assessable.
If you would like to in put your data digitally, as a WORD document:
o select and highlight the check box/es
o change the font selection to Webdings
o

type an a in the box/es to create a  mark

Please note:
This document is a work in progress and changes may be made in the near future. Please let me know of any errors you come across or things which you would like included in future versions.
leanne@biscitmx.com

